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Rare Decays

• Rare decay D0→K−π+π−e+νe

The “Last remaining semileptonic decay’’ 
according to Heavy Quark Effective Theory

See Phys Rev Lett 99(2007)191801

• Forbidden decays D+→h±e  e+

Physics beyond the Standard Model

See Phys Rev Lett 95(2005)221802
2

Challenge to match physics goals against production 
rates and detection efficiencies.  Two examples:

±



D0→K−π+π−e+νe
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FIG. 2: Missing mass squared (MM2) distribution for the RS sample D0 ! K!!+!!e+"e. The

dashed histogram represents the estimated background. Events with MM2 within the two arrows
are considered signal candidates.

FIG. 3: Invariant mass of the hadronic system in the data for D0 ! K!!+!!e+"e. The dashed
histogram represents the predicted distribution obtained using a Monte Carlo simulation according

to the ISGW2 model, assuming all the K!!+!! are K1(1270) decay products. The region within
the two arrows defines the invariant mass range used to select the K!

1 (1270) resonance.

K!!+!! invariant mass is applied. A study of the WS data gives one background event, in
agreement with the previous estimate. In addition, there are small background components
from the decays D0 ! K!!+!+!! (0.2 ± 0.1) and D0 ! K!!+!+!!!0 (0.1 ± 0.1), both
estimated with Monte Carlo samples. We have also studied non-DD̄ contributions at this
center-of-mass energy, such as those from the continuum (e+e! ! qq̄, where q is a u, d,
or s quark), radiative return production of "(2S), and e+e! ! #+#! processes, and we do
not find any background from these sources. Summing up all background contributions, we
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Clear signal, low background, 
but not very many events.

281 pb−1

Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) predicts that 
D0→K1(1270)eνe dominates decays to “excited” mesons

(Dated: May 29, 2007)

Abstract
Using a 281 pb!1 data sample collected at the !(3770) with the CLEO-c detector, we present

the first absolute branching fraction measurement of the decay D0 ! K!"+"!e+#e at a sta-
tistical significance of about 4.0 standard deviations. We find 10 candidates consistent with the
decay D0 ! K!"+"!e+#e. The probability that a background fluctuation accounts for this sig-

nal is less than 4.1 " 10!5. We find B(D0 ! K!"+"!e+#e) = [2.8+1.4
!1.1(stat) ± 0.3(syst)] " 10!4.

This channel is consistent with being predominantly produced through D0 ! K!

1 (1270) e+#e.

By restricting the invariant mass of the hadronic system to be consistent with K1(1270), we ob-
tain the product of branching fractions B(D0 ! K!

1 (1270) e+#e) · B(K!

1 (1270) ! K!"+"!) =
[2.5+1.3

!1.0 (stat) ± 0.2 (syst)] " 10!4. Using B(K!

1 (1270) ! K!"+"!) = (33 ± 3)%, we obtain

B(D0 ! K!

1 (1270) e+#e) = [7.6+4.1
!3.0 (stat) ± 0.6 (syst) ± 0.7] " 10!4. The last error accounts for

the uncertainties in the measured K!

1 (1270) ! K!"+"! branching fraction.

PACS numbers: 13.20.Fc, 12.38.Qk, 14.40.Lb
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Hadronic invariant mass 
consistent with K1(1270)

(Dated: May 29, 2007)
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Uncertainties in signal efficiency due to background-
suppression cuts are estimated by comparing the efficiency
before and after the cuts are applied: !5:2% (!"e"e#),
!1:1% (!#e"e"), !7:3% (K"e"e#), !1:0% (K#e"e"),
and !0:9% (!"" ! !"e"e#).

Uncertainty from using the phase-space model (as a first
approximation for nonresonant decays) for the FCNC and
LNV signal-efficiency estimation is assessed by (some-
what arbitrarily) taking one-quarter of the fraction of phase
space which has nonuniform efficiency due to the electron
identification momentum cutoff (200 MeV): !2:8%
(!!e$e#) and !3:8% (K!e$e#).

For the results in Table I, we increase the upper limits to
account for systematic uncertainties by decreasing the
efficiency by 1#syst (combined systematic uncertainty).

In summary, we find no evidence for non-SM physics.
There is no evidence either for the two rare (FCNC) decays
or for the two forbidden (LNV) decays of charged D
mesons to three-body final states with dielectrons.
Finding no evidence for signals, we set 90% C.L. upper
limits:

B%D" ! !"e"e#&< 7:4' 10#6;

B%D" ! !#e"e"&< 3:6' 10#6;

B%D" ! K"e"e#&< 6:2' 10#6;

B%D" ! K#e"e"&< 4:5' 10#6:

Our results for these dielectron modes are significantly
more restrictive than previous limits and reflect sensitivity
comparable to the searches for dimuon modes [7]. Because
of the dominance of long-distance effects in FCNC modes,
we separately measure the branching fraction of the reso-
nant decay D" ! !"" ! !"e"e#, obtaining B%D" !
"!" ! !"e"e#& ( %2:7"3:6

#1:8 ! 0:2& ' 10#6. This is
consistent with the product of known world average
[7] branching fractions, B%D" !"!" !!"e"e#&(
B%D" !"!"&'B%"! e"e#&( )%6:2!0:6&'10#3*'
)%2:98!0:04&'10#4*( %1:9!0:2&'10#6.

We gratefully acknowledge the effort of the CESR
staff in providing us with excellent luminosity and run-

ning conditions. This work was supported by the
National Science Foundation and the U.S. Department of
Energy.
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FIG. 1. Scatter plots of !Mbc vs !E obtained from data for each decay mode. The signal region, defined by #20 MeV +
!E< 20 MeV and #5 MeV + !Mbc < 5 MeV, is shown as a box. The two contours for each mode enclose regions determined with
signal MC simulations to contain 50% and 85% of signal events, respectively.
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Well-known windows “beyond the Standard Model” from 
Flavor Changing Neutral Currents & Lepton Number Violation

Allowed!
Useful to 
calibrate 
and test 
analysis.
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CP Correlations

• Observation of CP Correlations

• Dalitz Plot structure of D0→KSπ+π−

Application to CP violation in B→DK

• Charm mixing and CP violation
Analyses in progress at CLEO-c
Opportunities for  BES III
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Exploit unique properties of production mechanism

e+e! ! !(3770)!
!
D0D̄0

"

!=1

Examples:



The Essential Point

6

Interference of amplitudes comes “for free” when we 
integrate decay rate over all times.

e+e! ! !(3770)!
!
D0D̄0

"

!=1
has CP=+1, and then so doese+e! ! !(3770)!

!
D0D̄0

"

!=1

➥ Must have CP(D0)=−CP(D0) 
(assuming there is no CP violation)

Also: Flavor must be anti-correlated, but “wrong sign” 
flavor can enter through double Cabibbo suppression 
and charm mixing.



Observation of CP Correlations
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“Wrong” CP 
consistent with 
zero, but...

...it “doubles up” 
when it should!

Flavor appears 
unaffected, and 
is in fact small.
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Exploit with “tag side” D0
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Example: CP odd
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Figure 3.3: K!!+!0, PID skim: !E vs. Beam constrained mass, Cuts
represented by red lines

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: K!!+!0 data, PID skim: (a) !E, (b) Mbc, Cuts represented
by red lines

!+!!) = (68.6± 0.27)% [26].

We reconstruct 10,979 events out 17,150 signal MC events generated. Ac-

counting for background, we find the e"ciency for this mode:

E"ciency =
(10979± 105)! (177± 13± 15)

17150
= 62.99%± 1% (3.2)

We use this number to predict how many K0
S!+!! events we should see in the data.

Npredicted = 1011960" 0.0592" 1

2
" 0.686" 0.6299 = 12943± 906 (3.3)

K−π+π0
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Figure 3.3: K!!+!0, PID skim: !E vs. Beam constrained mass, Cuts
represented by red lines

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: K!!+!0 data, PID skim: (a) !E, (b) Mbc, Cuts represented
by red lines

!+!!) = (68.6± 0.27)% [26].

We reconstruct 10,979 events out 17,150 signal MC events generated. Ac-

counting for background, we find the e"ciency for this mode:

E"ciency =
(10979± 105)! (177± 13± 15)

17150
= 62.99%± 1% (3.2)

We use this number to predict how many K0
S!+!! events we should see in the data.

Npredicted = 1011960" 0.0592" 1

2
" 0.686" 0.6299 = 12943± 906 (3.3)

K−π+π0

Also semileptonic tags for 
“pure” flavor, as well as many 
other decay CP eigenstates
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Interesting mode: Flavor and CP content depends 
on the position of the decay in phase space.

e.g. (K*)−π+ is “charm” but KSρ is “CP=−1”
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Interesting mode: Flavor and CP content depends 
on the position of the decay in phase space.

e.g. (K*)−π+ is “charm” but KSρ is “CP=−1”

Useful “application”: Determine γ/φ3 from B→DK
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FIG. 1: Diagrams of B+ ! D̄0K+ (left) and B+ ! D0K+ (right) decays.
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Example #1: Model Dependent Approach
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e+e! ! !(3770)!
!
D0D̄0

"

!=1

e+e! !
!
KS"

+"!
" !

KS"
+"!

"
Two “large” 
branching ratios

49

Figure 5.1: Mass squared projections for the CLEO-c flavor fit, K0
S!+!!

side. The left projection is M2(K"RS, the right projections is
M2(!+!!). The blue histogram represents the fit. The points
represent the data with a 1 "stat error bar.

Figure 5.2: Top left: One Combo Tag Dalitz plot with points correspond-
ing to # in red, Top right: Other side Dalitz plot after oppo-
site # selection. Bottom left: One Combo Tag Dalitz plot
with points corresponding to K"!(892) in red, Bottom right:
Other side Dalitz plot after opposite K"!(892) selection.

quantum correlations. A simple view is to take one of the Dalitz plots, select a

resonance, and look at the other side. The # has CP!, and if we select its region

on one side, it should disappear on the other side. The Combo tag also works as a

flavor tag. We can select one sign K" on side, and we will see that one disappear

and other sign appear. See figure 5.2

Above is just a simple visualization. We actually fit both Dalitz plots simul-

Cut on ρ ➧ See both K*

Cut on K*+ ➧   See K*−
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quantum correlations. A simple view is to take one of the Dalitz plots, select a

resonance, and look at the other side. The # has CP!, and if we select its region

on one side, it should disappear on the other side. The Combo tag also works as a

flavor tag. We can select one sign K" on side, and we will see that one disappear

and other sign appear. See figure 5.2

Above is just a simple visualization. We actually fit both Dalitz plots simul-

M2(KSπ+) M2(π+π−)

Fit to the “double Dalitz” 
plot with correlations.

Analysis in progress.

Cut on ρ ➧ See both K*

Cut on K*+ ➧   See K*−
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See E. White, Q. He, et al, arXiv:0711.2285 (Charm 2007)

Symmetric 
binning by 
phase.

Proceedings of the CHARM 2007 Workshop, Ithaca, NY, August 5-8, 2007 3

di!erence !D. We thus take the definition of i-th bin
to be

2"(i ! 1/2)/N " !D(x, y) < 2"(i + 1/2)/N. (12)

An example of such a binning with N = 8 is shown in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Divisions of the D0
! KS!+!! Dalitz plot with

uniform binning of !"D strong phase di"erence with N =
8.

4. Event Selection

4.1. Double-Tagged D ! KS!+!!

Events

This analysis uses a combination of two-body CP
and flavor tags. Since the neutral D mesons are pro-
duced at #!(3770) threshold they are correlated in a
C = !1 state. If mixing is ignored we can determine
whether the parent particle was a D0 or D0, up to
DCS contributions. Similarly, if CP violation is ig-
nored, then the D mesons must be in eigenstates of
opposite CP [10].

To determine the flavor of the D meson, we tag
D0 # KS"+"" events with the two-body D0 #
K+"" mode. 1 We use the two CP -even tags K+K"

and "+"", and the two CP -odd tags KS"0 and KS$.
We introduce two quantities that are reconstructed

on both sides of a double-tagged decay. The beam-
constrained mass is defined as Mbc $

!

E2
b ! p2

D,

1The inclusion of charge-conjugate modes is implied
throughout our analysis.

where Eb is the beam energy and p2
D is the square

of the reconstructed 3-momentum of the D meson.
We require that the beam-constrained mass of the
reconstructed candidate is within 3% of the nominal
D mass, which corresponds to a selection criteria of
1.8603 " Mbc " 1.8687 GeV. The other quantity is
the energy di!erence between the beam and the re-
constructed D, defined as "E $ Ebeam ! ED. We
apply a selection criteria of |"E| " 30 MeV to all
D0 # KS"+"" candidates.

Additional selection criteria are placed on the du-
aghter particles to ensure basic track quality. For ex-
ample, we select pion track momenta between 0.05 "
p " 2.0 GeV. Both signal and tagging modes contain-
ing a KS are selected to be within 3% of the KS mass,
which corresponds to ±7.5 MeV from the central KS

mass value of 497.6 MeV.

We only reconstruct KS particles that decay
through the "+"" channel; we do not attempt to re-
construct KS # "0"0. Fake KS candidates can be
misreconstructed from combinatoric "+"" pairs. To
suppress these events we apply a selection criteria on
the flight significance fs % 0 to our KS candidates.
Additionally, we require that the "0 mass falls within
3% of its nominal value.

4.2. Double-Tagged D ! KL!+!!

Events

For D0 # KL"+"" decays we require the same
selection criteria on charged pions and "0 candidates
as those described for D0 # KS"+"" decays. How-
ever, because of the large flight distance of the KL,
the KL"+"" signal is reconstructed using a missing
mass technique. We require the signal side to have
exactly two charged tracks. We also apply "0, $, and
KS vetoes. Using the measured momentum of the
tagged D, we compute the missing momentum and
energy on the signal side. We require that the missing
mass squared satisfies the condition 0.21 " m2 " 0.29
GeV2. The background for D0 # KL"+"" mode is
approximately 5%.

4.3. Double-Tagged KL!0 vs. KS!+!!

We can increase our statistics by reconstructing
D0 # KS"+"" events tagged with the CP -even
mode KL"0. We require zero tracks and exactly one
"0 candidate on the tag side. We veto events contain-
ing $ candidates, and impose similar criteria on the
KL missing mass as described above.

The final yields for all tag modes are summarized
in Table I
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di!erence !D. We thus take the definition of i-th bin
to be

2"(i ! 1/2)/N " !D(x, y) < 2"(i + 1/2)/N. (12)

An example of such a binning with N = 8 is shown in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Divisions of the D0
! KS!+!! Dalitz plot with

uniform binning of !"D strong phase di"erence with N =
8.

4. Event Selection

4.1. Double-Tagged D ! KS!+!!

Events

This analysis uses a combination of two-body CP
and flavor tags. Since the neutral D mesons are pro-
duced at #!(3770) threshold they are correlated in a
C = !1 state. If mixing is ignored we can determine
whether the parent particle was a D0 or D0, up to
DCS contributions. Similarly, if CP violation is ig-
nored, then the D mesons must be in eigenstates of
opposite CP [10].

To determine the flavor of the D meson, we tag
D0 # KS"+"" events with the two-body D0 #
K+"" mode. 1 We use the two CP -even tags K+K"

and "+"", and the two CP -odd tags KS"0 and KS$.
We introduce two quantities that are reconstructed

on both sides of a double-tagged decay. The beam-
constrained mass is defined as Mbc $

!

E2
b ! p2

D,

1The inclusion of charge-conjugate modes is implied
throughout our analysis.

where Eb is the beam energy and p2
D is the square

of the reconstructed 3-momentum of the D meson.
We require that the beam-constrained mass of the
reconstructed candidate is within 3% of the nominal
D mass, which corresponds to a selection criteria of
1.8603 " Mbc " 1.8687 GeV. The other quantity is
the energy di!erence between the beam and the re-
constructed D, defined as "E $ Ebeam ! ED. We
apply a selection criteria of |"E| " 30 MeV to all
D0 # KS"+"" candidates.

Additional selection criteria are placed on the du-
aghter particles to ensure basic track quality. For ex-
ample, we select pion track momenta between 0.05 "
p " 2.0 GeV. Both signal and tagging modes contain-
ing a KS are selected to be within 3% of the KS mass,
which corresponds to ±7.5 MeV from the central KS

mass value of 497.6 MeV.

We only reconstruct KS particles that decay
through the "+"" channel; we do not attempt to re-
construct KS # "0"0. Fake KS candidates can be
misreconstructed from combinatoric "+"" pairs. To
suppress these events we apply a selection criteria on
the flight significance fs % 0 to our KS candidates.
Additionally, we require that the "0 mass falls within
3% of its nominal value.

4.2. Double-Tagged D ! KL!+!!

Events

For D0 # KL"+"" decays we require the same
selection criteria on charged pions and "0 candidates
as those described for D0 # KS"+"" decays. How-
ever, because of the large flight distance of the KL,
the KL"+"" signal is reconstructed using a missing
mass technique. We require the signal side to have
exactly two charged tracks. We also apply "0, $, and
KS vetoes. Using the measured momentum of the
tagged D, we compute the missing momentum and
energy on the signal side. We require that the missing
mass squared satisfies the condition 0.21 " m2 " 0.29
GeV2. The background for D0 # KL"+"" mode is
approximately 5%.

4.3. Double-Tagged KL!0 vs. KS!+!!

We can increase our statistics by reconstructing
D0 # KS"+"" events tagged with the CP -even
mode KL"0. We require zero tracks and exactly one
"0 candidate on the tag side. We veto events contain-
ing $ candidates, and impose similar criteria on the
KL missing mass as described above.

The final yields for all tag modes are summarized
in Table I
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Table I Yields for CP-tagged KS!+!! and KL!+!! in
398 pb!1 data, by tag mode.

Tag Mode KS!+!! KL!+!!

K+K! 61 194

!+!! 33 90

KS!0 108 263

KS" 29 21

KL!0 190 -

5. Combining KS!+!! and KL!+!!

The tagged KL!+!! Dalitz plots are included to in-
crease the statistical accurancy of this analysis. How-
ever, if we naively combine the Dalitz plots with KS

and KL we will find our measurement of ci to be bi-
ased. We must first account for the phenomenological
di!erences between the KS!+!! and KL!+!! mod-
els.

Since the KS and KL mesons are of opposite CP ,
the doubly-Cabibbo suppressed amplitudes in each
Dalitz plot will contribute with opposite signs. We
can see this by inspecting the D0 decay amplitude for
each each Dalitz plot

A(KS!!) =
1!
2

!

A(K0!!) + A(K0!!)
"

A(KL!!) =
1!
2

!

A(K0!!) "A(K0!!)
"

(13)

(14)

The e!ect of this relative minus sign is to intro-
duce a 180" phase for all DCS K# resonances in the
KL!+!! model. We can use U -spin symmetry to
relate the amplitudes for resonances of definite CP
eigenvalue. We find that these states aquire a factor
of rKei!K # " tan "C , where "C is the Cabibbo angle.

In our study we mulitply all DCS amplitudes in the
KL!+!! model by -1. From this “base” model we fix
rK = 0.06 for each CP eigenstate, then vary the phase
#K between 0 and 2!. For each bin we then find the
largest resulting deviation in ci, and report this value
as the systematic uncertainty in the KL!+!! model.

To better understand the di!erence between the
KS!+!! and KL!+!! models, we compare the nu-
merically calculated values of ci in each Dalitz plot.
We find that the value for ci is systematically larger in
each bin for KL!+!!. In Fig. 3 we can see that the
di!erence is significantly larger than the systematic
uncertainty in our KL!+!! model.

Figure 3: Values for ci numerically determined from our
model. KL!+!! values are in red, KS!+!! in blue. In
each bin the values for ci are systematically larger for
KL!+!!. The error bars represent the uncertainties in
the KL!+!! model parametrization.

6. Results

We report the di!erence in ci between KS!+!!

and KL!+!! as measured in 398 pb!1 of data. In
Fig. 4 we compare the ci di!erences calculated from
our model and measured from data. The error bars

Figure 4: The di!erence in KS!! and KL!! values of ci,
numerically determined from our model (black) and mea-
sured in 398 pb!1 of data (green). The green error bars
represent the combined statistical and model uncertainty.

in this figure represent both statistical and model un-
certainty combined. With a reasonable understanding
of the ci between the KS!+!! and KL!+!! Dalitz
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di!erence !D. We thus take the definition of i-th bin
to be

2"(i ! 1/2)/N " !D(x, y) < 2"(i + 1/2)/N. (12)

An example of such a binning with N = 8 is shown in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Divisions of the D0
! KS!+!! Dalitz plot with

uniform binning of !"D strong phase di"erence with N =
8.

4. Event Selection

4.1. Double-Tagged D ! KS!+!!

Events

This analysis uses a combination of two-body CP
and flavor tags. Since the neutral D mesons are pro-
duced at #!(3770) threshold they are correlated in a
C = !1 state. If mixing is ignored we can determine
whether the parent particle was a D0 or D0, up to
DCS contributions. Similarly, if CP violation is ig-
nored, then the D mesons must be in eigenstates of
opposite CP [10].

To determine the flavor of the D meson, we tag
D0 # KS"+"" events with the two-body D0 #
K+"" mode. 1 We use the two CP -even tags K+K"

and "+"", and the two CP -odd tags KS"0 and KS$.
We introduce two quantities that are reconstructed

on both sides of a double-tagged decay. The beam-
constrained mass is defined as Mbc $
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E2
b ! p2

D,

1The inclusion of charge-conjugate modes is implied
throughout our analysis.

where Eb is the beam energy and p2
D is the square

of the reconstructed 3-momentum of the D meson.
We require that the beam-constrained mass of the
reconstructed candidate is within 3% of the nominal
D mass, which corresponds to a selection criteria of
1.8603 " Mbc " 1.8687 GeV. The other quantity is
the energy di!erence between the beam and the re-
constructed D, defined as "E $ Ebeam ! ED. We
apply a selection criteria of |"E| " 30 MeV to all
D0 # KS"+"" candidates.

Additional selection criteria are placed on the du-
aghter particles to ensure basic track quality. For ex-
ample, we select pion track momenta between 0.05 "
p " 2.0 GeV. Both signal and tagging modes contain-
ing a KS are selected to be within 3% of the KS mass,
which corresponds to ±7.5 MeV from the central KS

mass value of 497.6 MeV.

We only reconstruct KS particles that decay
through the "+"" channel; we do not attempt to re-
construct KS # "0"0. Fake KS candidates can be
misreconstructed from combinatoric "+"" pairs. To
suppress these events we apply a selection criteria on
the flight significance fs % 0 to our KS candidates.
Additionally, we require that the "0 mass falls within
3% of its nominal value.

4.2. Double-Tagged D ! KL!+!!

Events

For D0 # KL"+"" decays we require the same
selection criteria on charged pions and "0 candidates
as those described for D0 # KS"+"" decays. How-
ever, because of the large flight distance of the KL,
the KL"+"" signal is reconstructed using a missing
mass technique. We require the signal side to have
exactly two charged tracks. We also apply "0, $, and
KS vetoes. Using the measured momentum of the
tagged D, we compute the missing momentum and
energy on the signal side. We require that the missing
mass squared satisfies the condition 0.21 " m2 " 0.29
GeV2. The background for D0 # KL"+"" mode is
approximately 5%.

4.3. Double-Tagged KL!0 vs. KS!+!!

We can increase our statistics by reconstructing
D0 # KS"+"" events tagged with the CP -even
mode KL"0. We require zero tracks and exactly one
"0 candidate on the tag side. We veto events contain-
ing $ candidates, and impose similar criteria on the
KL missing mass as described above.

The final yields for all tag modes are summarized
in Table I
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largest resulting deviation in ci, and report this value
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(Recently updated on arXiv as hep/ph:0507238v3)

TABLE I: Values of the amplitude ratio magnitudes rj and phases !j , as well as uncorrelated

branching fractions, for each final state category, to first order in x and y.

j rj !j B(D0 ! j)

f rf !f A2
f (1 + rf ỹf )

f̄ rf !f A2
f (r2

f + rfy!f )

"+ 0 — A2
!

S+ 1 # A2
S+

(1 " y)

S" 1 0 A2
S!

(1 + y)

where ỹj # y cos !j + x sin !j , y!
j # y cos !j " x sin !j, and Rj # !(D0 ! j)/!(D0 ! j) $

r2
j + rjy!

j. The total D0 decay rate is una"ected by mixing, so

!

j

"
A2

j + A2
"̄

#
=

!

j

A2
j

"
1 + r2

j

#
=

!

j

Bj (1 + Rj) = 1. (15)

If the deviation of q/p from unity is parametrized by two small CP -violating parameters
(magnitude and phase), then these parameters only appear in products with x and y; they
can only modulate the strength of the mixing signal. Therefore, below, we assume q/p = 1
and also that CP is conserved in the decay amplitudes (i.e., |%j|D0&| = |%"̄|D0&|), which
allows y to be expressed in terms of A2

j :

y = "
!

j

2A2
jrj cos !f =

!

S+

A2
S+

"
!

S!

A2
S!

"
!

f

2A2
frf cos !f , (16)

where we have accounted for the fact that S± modes are simultaneously labeled by j and "̄.
Table I lists the values of rj and !j for each final state category.

As shown in Ref. [44], a D0D0 pair produced through a virtual photon in the reaction
e+e" ! D0D0 + m# + n$0 is in a C = ("1)m+1 state. Thus, at the %(3770), where
no additional fragmentation particles are produced, there is only C-odd, while at higher
energies above D#D threshold, we can access both C eigenstates. The DT rates for final
states j and k are given by [6, 38, 39, 40]

!C"(j, k) = QM
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$$$
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no additional fragmentation particles are produced, there is only C-odd, while at higher
energies above D#D threshold, we can access both C eigenstates. The DT rates for final
states j and k are given by [6, 38, 39, 40]

!C"(j, k) = QM

$$$A(")(j, k)
$$$
2
+ RM

$$$B(")(j, k)
$$$
2

(17)

!C+(j, k) = Q!
M

$$$A(+)(j, k)
$$$
2
+ R!

M

$$$B(+)(j, k)
$$$
2
+ C(+)(j, k),

where

A(±)(j, k) # %j|D0&%k|D0&± %j|D0&%k|D0& (18)

B(±)(j, k) # p

q
%j|D0&%k|D0&± q

p
%j|D0&%k|D0& (19)

C(+)(j, k) # 2'
%

A(+)#(j, k)B(+)(j, k)

&
y

(1 " y2)2
+

ix

(1 + x2)2

'(

(20)
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CP +CP −

Quantity Standard Fit Extended Fit
N (106) 1.046±0.019±0.013 1.044±0.019±0.012

cos δ 1.03±0.19±0.08 0.93±0.32±0.04



Conclusions and Outlook

15

Many more results are yet to come 
from CLEO-c. Stay tuned.

The opportunities for BES-III are 
tremendous.  Unique windows on 
charm mixing and possible physics 
beyond the Standard Model.

Thank you!


